Abstract-Cognitive radio is a promising technology for sharing the underutilized frequency bands that have been licensed to primary users. However, due to the uncertainty in detecting the existence of the primary user, the secondary user may interfere with the primary users when both primary and secondary users are active simultaneously. Therefore, understanding the interference and its consequences on the cognitive network is critical. Unlike the statistical models previously reported in the literature that aim at approximation of the interference, based on the solid mathematical analysis, we propose an accurate model for describing the co-channel interference with probability density function, cumulative distribution function, mean, and variance of the interference suffered by the primary users. The proposed model not only takes into account a number of factors, such as the spectrum-sensing scheme, the spatial distribution of secondary users, and the channel conditions, including shadowing and Nakagami fading, but also gives an exact mathematical expression of the influences from these factors. The developed framework supports practical applications such as evaluating the cognitive network of any spatial shape and density of the secondary users and the methods of power control and spectrum sensing used by the secondary users. Simulation results are provided to verify the effectiveness of the analytical model.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OGNITIVE RADIO (CR) is an effective approach for better sharing the underutilized communication spectrum. The unlicensed secondary users (SUs) are envisioned to coexist with the licensed primary users (PUs) in underlay and overlay spectrum-sharing schemes. For opportunistically accessing the spectrum, the SUs carry out spectrum sensing and detecting the activities of the PU to avoid the possible harmful interference on the PUs. However, due to the uncertainty of the number and location of SUs and imperfect spectrum sensing, PU receiver inevitably suffers from the aggregate co-channel interference from SUs. Therefore, an accurate interference model is of great importance to design cognitive networks in achieving the desired performance goals. Also an interference model is also widely used to implement power control [1] - [7] , analyze channel capacity [8] - [10] and error performance [3] , [9] , [11] , [12] .
Currently, most of efforts on interference modeling have been mainly focused on identifying the statistical model or finding the interference bounds. A statistical model has been derived by using the characteristic function (CF) [2] - [4] , [12] - [17] or moment generating function (MGF) [18] - [20] . The cumulants from CF and MGF reveal the statistics, such as mean, variance, moments, etc., of the interference. Using the cumulants, outage probability of interference can be approximated. Based on the CF, the aggregate interference is approximated to a number of distributions including the symmetric stable distributions [14] and a three-parameter shifted lognormal distributions [2] . Other research works have also been reported by using the skewed stable distribution with the condition of interferers' positions, a symmetric stable distribution in the unconditional case [11] , the truncated-stable distributions considering three types of secondary spatial reuse protocols [3] , the log-normal distribution under power control and contention control [7] , and the shifted Gamma distribution for Rayleigh fading channels. The MGF is also used to generate the cumulants that characterize the interference. Similar to the method based on CF, the aggregate interference is approximated to a Gamma distribution [20] . Other than the cumulant-based analysis, the heavy tail and saddle-point approximation theories have been used to find that the outage probability decays polynomially [21] . When it is difficult to obtain the statistics model, it is reasonable to derive the interference bound. In [22] , the upper bound for the outage probability was derived where the locations of PUs and SUs follow independent Poisson point process (PPP), and the active SUs form a new distribution called Poisson hole process. However, these statistic models or interference approximation only show some characteristics of the interference, which is not sufficient to accurately depict the interference due to the errors in evaluating the interference. Thus, a more accurate mathematical interference model is necessary.
When modeling the aggregate interference of SUs on PU, it is important to consider the following physical parameters and characteristics of cognitive network: 1) the spatial distribution of SU nodes such as Poisson point process (PPP) [1] , [3] , [7] , Binomial point process (BPP) [23] , and uniform distribution [24] , [25] ; 2) the geographic dispersion shape of SU node distribution such as exclusion regions [17] , [21] , circular regions [17] , [18] , and non-circular regions [3] ; 3) the spectrum sensing 0090-6778 © 2014 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
schemes or PU detection methods such as energy detection [14] , and sending beacon signal [1] , [2] , [14] ; 4) the cooperation among SUs such as cooperative sensing or independent sensing; 5) the transmission characteristics of nodes, such as frequency band, modulation, and transmission power; 6) the channel propagation characteristics, such as pathloss, shadowing, and multipath fading [14] . The PPP or the homogeneous PPP has been widely used in interference analysis due to its suitability to characterize the distribution of wireless communication nodes [13] . In this paper, we also use PPP for the spatial distribution of SU nodes. The geographic dispersion shape is important for interference analysis. Some literatures [17] , [21] , [22] set up exclusion zone/region around PU where the SUs cannot be allowed to exist in the region, although usually it is difficult to set up such a region for passive PU receivers. Some schemes have infinite region or finite region of circular or non-circular shape. In our schemes, there is no limitation on geographic dispersion shape or region which can be finite or infinite with any shape.
Spectrum sensing or PU detection is the key component of cognitive radio, which should be addressed by the interference model. The PDF or outage probability of interference used in the modeling process will be significantly different for different PU detection schemes. Therefore, this paper incorporates the spectrum sensing schemes in the interference model in order to mathematically analyze the effect of the interference on the performance of the primary network.
Interference analysis for wireless communications becomes more difficult by the complexity of the propagation environment. The probability model of the interference has been evaluated in the literature for only pathloss [27] , pathloss and shadowing [6] , pathloss plus shadowing and Rayleigh fading [2] , [11] , [13] or Rician Fading [2] , [14] , [29] and Nakagami-m fading [14] - [17] . In this paper we propose an analytical model that integrates pathloss, log-normal shadowing and Nakagami-m fading interferers. In addition, this model can be extended to consider Rayleigh or Rice fading channels. Cochannel interference in traditional wireless communication has been extensively studied over the past two decades [30] , [31] . It is well known that the presence of co-channel interference represents the most important factor of performance degradation in wireless networks. Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on a model of co-channel interference in cognitive radio networks.
The work presented in this paper is summarized as follows:
1) Unlike the statistical models that aim at interference approximation in [2] , [3] or finding bounds in [22] , we propose an accurate mathematical model of aggregated co-channel interference including the PDF, cumulative distribution function (CDF), the mean and variance of the interference.
2) The sufficient conditions are identified for the proposed model including spectrum-sensing scheme, spatial distribution of SU nodes, any geographic dispersion shape of SU node distribution and the position of primary users, and shadowing fading channel, in contrast that some works reported in the open literature have considered only some of these conditions. For example, the spectrum- sensing scheme is not taken into account in [7] and some specific geographic dispersion shapes are used in [17] and [18] . 3) Based on the rigorous mathematical analysis, the models can be easily applied in evaluating the cognitive network with any spatial shape area, secondary user power control, error evaluation, evaluation of spectrum sensing schemes, and other applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize the main assumptions for the interference models and introduce the background information related to these models. The interference models of the cognitive users on the primary user are formulated in Section III. Section IV provides the numerical examples to illustrate the effectiveness of our models and their applications. The conclusion is drawn in Section V. The detailed derivations of the PDF, mean, variance of the interference are given in the Appendix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is introduced to include the influences from physical characteristics of cognitive network such as the spatial structure, spatial distribution of SU transmitters (ST), spectrum sensing and radio propagation model.
A. Spatial Structure
In cognitive radio, it is common that PU receiver (PR) is passive to receive the signal from the PU transmitter (PT) without sending any signal to SUs. STs sense the activity of PT and decide whether to transmit signals to SU receivers or not based on the result of spectrum sensing. Therefore, there are three channels to be considered for the analysis of the interference in the cognitive network: 1) primary channel between PT and PR; 2) secondary spectrum sensing channel between PT and ST; 3) secondary interference channel between ST and PR. If ST fails to detect the existence of PT transmission in secondary spectrum sensing channel, the ST will start to transmit signal that interferes the PR in the secondary interference channel. Fig. 1 shows this situation in which there are one PT, one PR and some pairs of STs and SU receivers, where R ao and Φ ao Fig. 2 . The total area of the cognitive radio region is partitioned into very small disjoined area according to angle and radius of the polar coordinate.
are the distance and angle between PT and PR, respectively, r ij and ϕ ij are the distance and angle between the ij-th ST(ST ij ) and PR, R ij is the distance from PT to ST ij . Here the meaning of subscript i and j will be described in Section II-B. The relationship of the distances among the nodes of PT, PR and ST ij is
(1)
B. Spatial Distribution of ST
PPP is a widely used model that characterizes the spatial distribution of nodes in wireless networks. In this paper, the PPP model is adopted due to its desirable property of independence. For example, the number of points in any disjoint set is an independent random variable (RV). Therefore if the total area of the cognitive radio region is partitioned into very small disjoined areas in terms of the angle and radius of the polar coordinates, as shown in Fig. 2 , the probability that n STs are in the shadowed region depends only on the area Δ ij [32] , given as:
where the subscript i represents i-th region in radius direction, j represents j-th region in angle direction, and λ is the spatial density of ST in the shadowed region. Another property of PPP is that if the area is infinitesimal, the probability that more than one node in the area is negligible compared to the probability that only one node exists in that area [37] . Therefore, if Δr and Δϕ tend to be infinitesimal, the probability, P d ij , that only one node in the shadowed region Δ ij can be expressed as
Since Δr and Δϕ are infinitesimal, applying equivalent infinitesimal replacement, (3) can be approximated to
where r = i · Δr. Because the second term in (4) is in a higher order, (4) is approximated to be
C. Spectrum-Sensing
Spectrum sensing or PU detection is a prominent function for cognitive radio. For reducing the co-channel interference, the ST should reliably sense the PT's activity. There are two types of incorrect detections in spectrum sensing:
Case 1) False alarm detection: PT is falsely detected to be present when PT is actually absent [33] ; Case 2) Missed detection: PT is falsely detected to be absent when PT is actually present [34] ; For case 1), ST stops signal transmission, which does not interfere the PR. In case 2), however, ST will transmit signal with a transmission probability, P trans , and interfere the transmission of PT. Missed detection probability (P md ) is a function of random variables such as distance R ij from PT to ST ij , channel propagation, etc. The false alarm probability and missed detection probability express the efficiency and reliability of the CR, respectively [35] . Suppose P md and P trans are independent of each other, let us define false transmission probability P g ij of ST ij as a function of P md and P trans , that is,
D. Radio Propagation Model
Usually the transmitted radio signal suffers from pathloss, shadowing and multipath fading. Considering pathloss, lognormal shadowing and Nakagami fading, the composite probability density function (PDF) of the signal, a(t), transmitted by PT and received by PR is given by [31] 
where m a is the fading figure. When m a = 1, the Nakagami distribution becomes the Rayleigh distribution, and when m a → ∞, the distribution becomes an impulse, i.e., no fading [31] . The parameter ξ in (7) is a constant and equals to ln(10)/10, μ Ω a (dB) is the area mean of the log-normal distribution accounting for the pathloss, given by [31] μ Ω a (dB) = 10 log
where Ω pt is the transmitted signal power of PT, G p is the gain accounting for the frequency, the gains and heights of both transmitter and receiver antennas, etc., R ao is defined in (1), Q is typically between 2 to 4, and σ Ω a is the variance of the log-normal distribution. Similar to (7), the PDF of signal, s ij (t), transmitted by ST ij and received by PR is [31] :
where m ij is the fading figure, μ Ω ij (dB) is the area mean:
where Ω tij denotes the signal power transmitted by ST ij , G ij denotes the ST gains, and r ij is defined in (1).
E. The Composite PDF of ST Signal
In time and spatial domain, the ST ij in region Δ ij has the states of either spatial existence or non-existence. Then the spatial existence of ST ij is an indicator function that takes the value of 1 or 0, i.e.,
As discussed in Section II-B, the probability that more than one node exist in Δ ij is negligible. Therefore, the probability of the spatial existence of (1) . Define g ij (t) as an indicator function taking the value of 1 if ST ij falsely transmits signal:
The probability of falsely transmitting signal of ST ij is (1) . If the signal transmitted by ST ij is expressed as y = s ij (t), its PDF is P S ij (y) = P (s ij (t)) defined in (8) . Therefore, the interference signal from ST ij is given by
The PDF of interference signal from ST ij can be expressed as
where δ(y) is the Dirac delta function. This equation gives the composite probability function of the interference from the ij-th ST that takes the influence of the spectrum sensing and spatial distribution into account.
III. INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
After obtaining the composite probability of interference in (11), let us derive the CDF, PDF, and statistical mean and variance of the interference based on the probability model obtained in the previous section.
A. Probability of Outage
In Section II-B, the coverage area of cognitive radio is partitioned into small-disjoined regions Δ ij . This infinitesimal region may have only one ST node, expressed by ST ij transmitting the signal, denoted by b ij (t) in (10), with a probability defined in (11); or no node exists at all. The probability of having more than one node in the same region is negligible due to its higher order infinitesimal probability comparing to that having one node [37] . Then the total interference, B(t), from ST suffered by PR is:
where I and J are the total numbers of disjoined regions in angle axis and radius axis, respectively. The composite PDF of B(t) can be written as
where P B (y) is equal to the I × J-fold convolution expressed by
⊗. Let us assume that the primary receiver, when active, can tolerate the interference when the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is above a given threshold β th . In other words, when the PR's SIR is below the threshold, CR network fails to work. Therefore the probability of outage, F out , can be expressed as
where a(t) is the PT signal with a PDF given in (7), and B(t) is given in (12) . F out also serves as a CDF of SIR for the interference. By substitution for P a (x), we have [31] ∞ β th (15) which can be further simplified, by variable substitution, into
Inserting (16) into (14), F out becomes (17) where
We also have
where L B (s) is the Laplace transform of P B (y). The convolution in (13) is transformed into multiplication, so that L B (s) become
Inserting (8) and (11) into (20) and using variable substitution, we have
Therefore L B (s) can be written as
Substituting (5) in (22) and applying equivalence infinitesimal replacement, L B (s) becomes
Because L B (s) is continuous, according to the definition of definite integral [38] , the discrete values can be converted into the continuous values given in (23) , shown at the bottom of the page, where
and the integer region covers the spatial shape of the CR nodes. The quantities m ij P g ij σ Ω ij and μ Ω ij (dB) are converted into functions of r and ϕ. Putting (23) and (19) into (17) , F out can be expressed into (24) , shown at the bottom of the page.
Consider the inner integral in (24) with the assumption that m(r, ϕ) is an integer. From [36] , we have Therefore F out can be expressed by (26) , shown at the bottom of the page, which is the accurate expression of outage probability. It can be simplified by using Gauss-Hermite quadrature given in (27) , shown at the bottom of the page, where Y is defined in (28) , s is defined in (18) and W is
replaced by W l . In (27) 
where s is based on PUs and the threshold β th , P g(r,ϕ) is the function of the missed detection probability for the spectrum sensing scheme adopted in the model, the integration region covers the entire scope SUs distributed. The formula in (27) includes the sufficient conditions described in Section I.
If m a = m b = 1 in (27), the Nakagami distribution becomes the Rayleigh distribution, F out can be reduced to
where J = β th 10 (
Let us now compute (29) with different calculation methods to show the approximation accuracy. The first method is directly compute the analytical form of (29) by numeric integration. The other method is to use the 20-point Gauss-Hermite approximation based on (29) . Fig. 3 shows that the approximation has an excellent accuracy with errors smaller than 10 −9 . Therefore, Gauss-Hermite quadrature is able to provide accurate approximation for (27) , (29) , and (31). 
B. Probability Distribution Function of Interference
Let us define P out (x) as the probability distribution function (PDF) of interference to be
which can be obtained by the derivation of SIR in (26) although it is a complicated process. Using the technique similar to the analysis of F out (x), the accurate form of P out (x) is derived in the Appendix and given in (31) , shown at the bottom of the page.
C. Statistical Mean and Variance of the Interference
The mean of P out (x) is defined as
whose expression is derived in the Appendix and given as (33) , shown at the bottom of the page. Similar to the analysis of the mean, the second moment can be expressed in (34) , shown at the bottom of the next page, and the derivation details are also given in the Appendix.
Therefore the variance is
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present various numerical results based on the model developed in the previous sections to illustrate the effect of interference from the SUs on the PUs in a cognitive radio network. To verify the effectiveness of our model, the numerical calculation considers the following issues: 1) wireless channel propagation impairments such as shadowing and fading; 2) secondary user density; 3) the spatial shape of SU distribution; 4) transmitting power of the PUs and SUs; 5) interference tolerant threshold of PR and 6) the impacts of using different spectrum sensing schemes. The numerical results will demonstrate the CDF, PDF, statistical mean of the co-channel interferences.
A. Default Parameters
Unless otherwise specified, we use the following parameters in the simulation. Spatial density of ST is λ = 0.00001 node per square meter. The spatial shape is a circle with a radius between 1 and 100 meters, R ao = 102 meters, and Φ ao = 0 degree. The parameters of pathloss and log-normal shadowing, and Nakagami-m fading for both PU and SU are m a = 2, σ Ω a = 6, m b = 2, σ Ω b = 6, and P trans = 0.5 in (27), respectively. The interference tolerant threshold β th = 10.
B. Spectrum Sensing and P md Ascertaining
Another important parameter in the numerical assessment of the interference is the missed detection probability P md . Because P md is determined by the spectrum sensing schemes, different spectrum sensing schemes will bring about great difference on the interference consequences. Generally speaking, P md is inversely proportional to the SN R of ST, i.e., P md(r,ϕ) ∝ 1/SN R (dB) . Although there are many spectrum sensing schemes [2] , [33] - [35] proposed in the literature, we consider four typical types of spectrum sensing schemes. The corresponding missed detection probabilities P md of the first three sensing schemes are shown in Fig. 4 . It is seen that scheme A achieves P md that decreases linearly with signal to noise ratio (SNR). Scheme B achieves zero P md when the SNR value is below a threshold, otherwise it becomes one. Scheme C has a transitional zone based on Scheme B [2] . Scheme D Fig. 4 . Missed detection probability achieved by spectrum sensing schemes A, B, and C.
achieves the P md determined by the distance instead of the received SNR, that is, P md is zero in a specific region and one, otherwise. For simplification, scheme A is considered with only background noise and the influence of other secondary users on the SNR of the secondary transmitter is ignored. The background noise is modeled as Additive Gaussian White Noise (AGWN) with a constant power. Then P md is a function of the transmission power of PT. The mean of the transmission power of PT is given by [31] :
where ξ is the same as that in (7), m(R) and μ Ω(R)(dB) are the fading figure and the area mean of PT, respectively.
C. Numerical Results
We first investigate the outage probability F out . In Fig. 5 , F out versus spatial density of ST is given for four cases: PU and SU both under pathloss + shadowing + Nakagami (case A) or Rayleigh fading (case D), PU under Nakagami fading and SU under Rayleigh fading (case B), PU under Rayleigh fading and SU under Nakagami fading (case C). It is generally known that the outage probability increases as the number of ST nodes increases because more ST nodes lead to increased interference to PR. Fig. 5 confirms the changing trend of outage probability for the ST spatial density, λ. From simulation given in Fig. 5 , for fixed value of spatial density of secondary transmitters, case C has the smaller outage probability than other cases, and case B has the larger outage probability than others. The physical meaning is that the signal SIR at the primary receiver (PR) in case C is higher than that in other three cases and the SIR in Case B is the lowest among all these cases. To demonstrate the effect of spectrum sensing on the interference, F out versus spatial density of ST is shown in Fig. 6 when ST employs the sensing schemes A, B, C, and D, respectively. From this Figure, it is observed that spectrum sensing scheme A has lower outage probability than the other three schemes. Scheme C and scheme B have almost the same outage performance.
To analyze the effect of the ST power control on the cognitive network interference, we consider the effects of wireless channel propagation and ST power on the outage probability. Fig. 7 shows the relationship between F out and the transmitting power of ST with different parameters of log-normal shadowing and Nakagami-m fading for both PUs and SUs, where m a and m b are the fading figures of Nakagami-m fading for PT and ST, respectively, σ Ω a and σ Ω b are the variances of the log-normal shadowing for PT and ST, respectively. It is seen from the figure that there is a critical point when ST power is about 25 Watts. When ST power is lower, the outage probability is lower if the fading figure of Nakagami-m is larger or the variance of the lognormal shadowing is smaller. When ST power is greater than 25 Watts, the outage probability is larger if the fading figure of Nakagami-m is larger or the variance of the log-normal shadowing is smaller. Fig. 8 shows the outage probability as a function of ST power when PT transmits at different power levels. As expected, the outage probability increases as the ST power increases or the PT power decreases.
The effects of PT power on the interference are illustrated in Fig. 9 with different values of the interference tolerant threshold. It is observed from the figure that for a fixed threshold β th , the interference decreases as the PT power increases. For a fixed PT power, a larger threshold leads to a larger outage probability due to the fact that larger threshold means that the PU tolerates less interference. By using the same set of the thresholds as those in Fig. 9 , F out versus the size of spatial area is illustrated in Fig. 10 . In this example, the spatial shape of the network coverage is a circle with maximum radius equal to 100 meters. When the minimum radius is close to the maximum value, the area of the shape becomes smaller so that the outage probability is also nearly zero as expected. Furthermore, Fig. 10 also shows that that threshold β th plays the same role as that in Fig. 9 .
To further demonstrate the effect of the threshold β th , Figs. 11 and 12 show the relationship between F out and the threshold with different spatial densities and powers of ST, respectively. The variation pattern of F out with threshold β th in Figs. 11 and 12 further confirms the example in Figs. 9 and 10. Moreover, Fig. 6 has revealed that the spatial density λ has a significant influence on the outage probability. Fig. 11 further verifies that high spatial density λ will severely degrade the outage performance. It is seen that with λ = 0.000001, the outage probability in Fig. 11 remains at a level much less than 1 for the entire range of the threshold due to the fact that a low density of ST nodes results in very low interference. Therefore it is concluded that the spatial density can determine the upper limit of outage probability when the threshold β th changes. In practice, the PDF is also important to understand the cognitive network interference. Since PDF is a function of signal-interference ratio (SIR), it is very useful when the model is applied in spectrum sensing, power control for ST and PU, as well as the design and evaluation of cognitive networks.
In Fig. 13 , the PDF of co-channel interference is plotted for different parameters of shadowing and fading. The figure at the bottom is an enlarged one for
In addition, the PDF fading tail is enlarged in the figure. It is seen from Fig. 13 that bigger variance of the log-normal shadowing will shift the interference distribution rightwards and result in sharper peaks with less fading tail. The fading tail of the PDF extends as the Nakagami fading figure increases. Fig. 14 shows the impact of spatial density λ on the PDF of the interference. It is observed that higher spatial density of ST will result in sharper PDF with shorter tail, but will not shift the PDF due to the fact that the low spatial density of the SUs can reduce the interference at the primary receiver.
When the primary receivers suffer heavy interference from the cognitive radio networks, the SIR mean of the interference becomes lower, i.e., the probability under the given threshold β th is higher. Fig. 15 shows the mean of the interference versus transmitted power of ST with different spatial densities. From this Figure, it is seen that the higher spatial density or the 
D. Discussion
The presented numerical results show that several factors can affect the co-channel interference in cognitive radio networks. These factors include wireless channel propagation impairments, the spatial density of ST, PT power, ST Power, spatial shape of the region, node distributions of ST, position of the primary users, tolerant threshold of PR, the frequency of signal from STs, the spectrum sensing schemes, etc. These examples show that the most importance parameter is the spatial density of ST. Thus, in practical design of cognitive radio network, it is important to limit the number of cognitive users in order to reduce the interference on the primary networks.
ST power is another important parameter to degrade the performance of cognitive radio. Through the cooperation among the SUs, i.e., several cooperative SUs can be seen as one cognitive network node, the spatial density can be greatly reduced. Therefore, cooperation may be an effective way to further minimize the interference on the primary network.
E. Application of the Model
The probability model presented in this paper can be extended to support various applications. In this section, we briefly discuss how to use the proposed approach in power control, cognitive network design with different shapes of covered region, and spectrum sensing evaluation.
It is seen from the above presented numerical results that the ST power is a very important parameter to influence the interference on the primary networks. Thus from the viewpoint of primary network users, it is desirable to reduce the ST power for minimizing the received interference. However, from the viewpoint of the secondary network users, it is better to transmit signal with a reasonably high power level to ensure the quality of the communication. Therefore, the balance between these two objectives is a challenging problem faced by cognitive networks designers. By setting the threshold β th and other parameters in (26) , F out becomes the probability function of μ Ω(r,ϕ)(dB) which is also the function of ST power defined in (9) .
Therefore, our model provides a way to accurately evaluate the effect of the ST power and gives a good reference for network designers to choose the suitable level of ST power.
The methods reported in the literature, i.e., those in [17] , [18] , [22] , [26] , are designed to deal with certain geographic dispersion shapes of SU node distribution, such as circular or rectangle and are suitable for regions of some special shapes. In contrast, the shape region used in this paper is expressed into the integration region in (26) , (31) , (33) , and (34):
Thus, the proposed model can be applied to evaluate the cognitive networks with regions of any shape, such as finite or infinite region, and exclusion regions etc. Moreover the spatial density of ST λ in (26), (31) , (33) , and (34) can also be the function of position, λ(r, ϕ), i.e., it can be used for the analysis of the regions with non-constant spatial density of ST.
In the numerical examples, we have considered four spectrum sensing schemes to evaluate their effects on the interference distribution. In practice, it is also necessary to know the effect on the primary networks from the spectrum sensing schemes used by the ST. It has been seen that P md is a common evaluation parameter for the spectrum sensing schemes reported in [34] , [35] . Because P md is also used in our pro- (26), (31), (33), (34) the impacts of different spectrum sensing schemes on the interference distribution can be exactly brought into considerations, including the CDF, PDF, mean, variance of the interference on the primary networks.
F. Comparison With Other Models
In order to compare our model with other existed models, we list the functionalities that should be taken into account in the interference model of cognitive radio networks, shown in Table I . These functionalities include the interference model being accurate or approximated; the availability of mathematical expression of outage probability; the possibility of incorporating spectrum sensing in the model, etc. A pentagram symbol in Table I means that a particular functionality has been considered in the model.
V. CONCLUSION
It is challenging to analyze the interference in cognitive radio network with a reasonably low complexity determined by the factors such as spatial distribution, the geographic dispersion shape of SU nodes distribution, the spectrum sensing schemes or PU detection methods, the cooperation among SUs, the transmission and channel propagation characteristics of nodes. This paper proposes a probability model of the co-channel interference at the primary receiver from SU networks by taking into account of PPP distribution under pathloss, shadowing, Nakagami-m fading environment, and different spectrum sensing schemes. Based on this model, the PDF, CDF, mean and variance of the interference are derived mathematically. The proposed model allows an easy analysis or evaluation of the interference impacts on primary network. The numerical results are presented for better understanding the interference in cognitive radio and provide a useful reference for network designers. We have also discussed the flexibility of using the proposed model to support practical applications such as evaluating the cognitive network with any spatial shape area, the secondary user power controlling, and spectrum sensing schemes.
APPENDIX DERIVATIONS OF P out (x), ITS MEAN AND VARIANCE

A. P out (x) of Interference
We start by deriving P out (x) in (30) . By applying (7) and using the variable substitution, P out (x) can be expressed as 
Similar to the analyzing the Laplace transform of P B (y) in (19) , (23) 
Substituting (37) with (39), P out (x) can be obtained as seen in (31) .
B. Mean of the Interference
Let us derive the mean of the interference in (32) and (33) . By using (7), we have 
C. The Second Moment of the Interference
Similar to the derivation of E(x), we start by deriving the second moment E(x 2 ) as
Inserting (7) and using variable substitution, we have 
